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This is the much longed-for sequel of Knitting – The Details that
Make a Difference.
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n the new book Knitting – Your own designs and more techniques the
author Ulla Engquist teaches you how to design a sweater after personal
measurements, how to change yarns in a pattern and use another type
than the one that is recommended, and how you can create lots of sweaters
with different expressions from one basic pattern. In the book you can also read
about different materials and their qualities and discover new techniques that
will make your knitting even more exciting.
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began knitting when she was five years old. She
developed her interest in finishing techniques for
various types of textiles when, in the early 1970’s,
she was a trainee in the Swedish Lace Association
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fabric dyeing, and planning for textile care and maintenance.
Over the years, Ulla Engquist has taught several types of textile handcrafts
but eventually she landed completely in the world of knitting and is now
a well-respected teacher in that area. Ulla Engquist is also an examiner for
journeyman’s and master’s certificates in handcraft knitting. For the past ten
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